
 

  

         CHILLER SERIES 

            Refrigeration Industrial Chillers 
          Air Cooled Chiller & Water Cooled Chiller 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Refrigeration Industrial Chillers 

Labotek Series Chillers are compact size and occupies  
minimum space comparing to other industrial chillers.  
And high-pressure pump for reliable operation. Also 
environment friendly gas R407C refrigerant is being used.  
Labotek chillers come with an optional water-cooled  
condenser. This series of chillers have built-in closed  
tank for thermal mass operation. Equipped with  
microprocessor control and energy efficient fans, these  
are the high quality, efficiently designed chillers available in  
the market. 
 

Features 

 Cyclic design with optimum control of temperature (within ±3°C from set point) 

 Environment Friendly - R407C. 

 Suitable for operations between 10°C to 22°C. 

 Wider ambient temperature (from 5°C to 45°C). Can be used as high as at 50°C ambient temperature. 

 In-built water tank made of SS 304 material. 

 In-built high-pressure pumps made of SS 304 Impeller, SS body / Cast iron. 

 Brazed plate heat exchangers with SS316 plates / Full Copper unique Co-axial heat exchanger. 

 Pressure gauges to indicate refrigerant pressure & water pressure. 

 Hermetically Sealed Scroll compressors / Reciprocating compressors. 

 Well-sized condensers for high ambient operation. 

 IP rated fan motors. 

 Optional RS485 connectivity. 

 Powder coated frame with Texture finish. 

 Comprehensive 2-year warranty, excluding wear parts.  

 

UNIQUE CO-EX HEAT EXCHANGERS  
 
The Heat Exchanger is of COAXIAL type, the design maximizes exchanger 
efficiency by using Copper tubes in a coiled TUBE-IN-TUBE arrangement. 
Tube sizes are carefully chosen so that fluid velocities are maintained 
through the tubes. This promotes turbulence break up boundary and 
maximizes the heat transfer rate with minimum pressure drop. 
To further increase heat transfer efficiency, a Counter Flow pattern is  
Used that achieves the maximum temperature difference. 
 
Special Features of CO-EX 
 

 Full copper corrosion free heat exchanger 
 Non-fouling exchanger 
 Co-Axial arrangement, tends to minimize space requirement. 
 Minimise power consumption  
 No leakage 
 Low pressure drop 

 High efficiency 
  

 
 

 Compact - occupies minimum space 
 Built in closed tank for thermal mass 

operation 
 High pressure pump for reliable 

operation for specific application 
 Microprocessor control 
 Reduced Maintenance 
 More heat transfer area 
 Energy efficient fans 
 Environment friendly R407C 

refrigerant used 
 Electronic expansion valve 

(optional) 
 Remote and water cooled 



 
 
Unit Diagram  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brazed Plate Type Heat Exchanger: The brazed plate heat exchanger is 
variation of the traditional gasketed plate type heat exchanger. It is 
designed to have lower pressure drop. It consists of stainless steel (AISI 
316) plates and two end plates. The plates are brazed (99% copper) 
together in a vacuum oven to form a compact pressure resistant unit. 
This compact design can easily be mounted directly in piping without 
brackets and foundations 
 
Pump: High pressure, high volume pump with mechanical seal for long 
life and no leakage. The pump is capable of working 24 hours a day 
throughout the year. No need of stand-by pump. Pump motor has an 
overload protection. 

Tank: Stainless steel well insulated tank to save power due to no heat 
transfer from closed tank. 

Frame: Rigid steel frame construction covered with easy 
removable steel covering, free accessible maintenance of all 
internal components, weather resistant power coating finish. 

Control Panel: PLC based control panel is totally enclosed, dust proof, 
complete with all necessary switching, control and safety devices in 
accordance with applicable codes 

Compressors are protected with overloads and safety trips 

Gauges & Switches: Standard high pressure and low-pressure 
refrigeration gauges. Fixed low pressure and fan pressure switches for 
flexibility in operation.  

Unit is self-contained of environmental and energy saving design. 

Operation: Adjacent plates form flow channels carrying alternately hot 
and cold media throughout the plate pack. All port connections are 
located in the fixed frame plate proving a low maintenance installation. 
Provided the number of passes is the same for both media nearly 100% 
counter-flow will be achieved. 

Advantages: (a)Efficient heat transfer between refrigerant and water. 

(b)Low weight (c) Flexibility & easy by adding or removing plates 

Easy Installation: All chillers are shipped pre-piped and wired, ready to 
install and operate, installation is made easy with conveniently located 
Water and Drain connections. 

Service: Labotek chillers are designed to require minimum maintenance. 
And well-trained technicians are available to answer your questions about 
installation, operation and maintenance or repair. A complete inventory of 
spare parts is maintained at the factory. 



Technical Data 

 

 

Shipping Data 

Capacity Model Length (A) Width (B) Height (C) Net Weight (Kg)

1TR 103093 650 490 840 175

2TR 103094 900 600 980 200

3TR 103095 900 600 980 250

5TR 103096 1100 800 1160 370

7.5TR 103097 1650 800 1160 500

10TR 103098 1400 1200 1720 600

15TR 103100 1800 1200 1910 900

20TR 103101 2600 1200 1910 1200

30TR 103103 2500 1200 1710 2500

40 TR 101104 2500 1200 2040 3200

50 TR 101105 2600 1320 2040 3500   A   
  B 

 

Capacity Power Supply Water Tank Connecton 

TR kcal/hr kW Type kW LPM kW Qty Size (mm) Power (W) Ph x Volt x Hz Litres In/Out 

103093 1 3000 3.5 Recpi 1.7 12 0.37 1 300 110 1 /230/50/ 35 ½" & 1"

103094 2 6000 7 Recpi 2 30 1.1 1 450 240 3/415/50 50 1"

103095 3 9000 10.5 Recpi 3 30 1.1 1 450 240 3/415/50 50 1"

103096 5 15400 17.5 Scroll 5 90 1.2 2 450 480 3/415/50 150 1 ½" & 1"

103097 7.5 22500 26 Scroll 7.5 90 1.2 3 450 720 3/415/50 300 1 ½" & 1"

103098 10 30000 34.8 Scroll 10.3 90 1.2 4 450 960 3/415/50 300 2"

103100 15 45000 52.3 Scroll 12.3 200 2.2 6 450 1440 3/415/50 300 2"

103101 20 73100 85 Scroll 21 200 2.2 8 450 1920 3/415/50 300 2"

103103 30 89600 104 Scroll 24.6 320 4 2 1000 4400 3/415/50 300 2"

103104 40 120000 140 Scroll 21 x 2 320 4 2 1000 4400 3/415/50 300 2"

103105 50 150000 175 Scroll 21 x 2 400 4 2 1200 7400 3/415/50 300 2"

Capacity Power Supply Water Tank  Connecton 

TR kcal/hr kW Type kW LPM kW Ph x Volt x Hz Litres In/Out

103111 5 17200 20 Scroll 4 90 1.2 3/415/50 150 2"

103112 7.5 27500 32 Scroll 6 90 1.2 3/415/50 300 2"

103113 10 41300 48 Scroll 8.4 90 1.2 3/415/50 300 2"

103115 15 49000 57 Scroll 10 200 2.2 3/415/50 300 2"

103116 20 80800 94 Scroll 17 200 2.2 3/415/50 300 2"

180lpm @ 32-33 °C ,2-3 bar

240lpm @ 32-33 °C ,2-3 bar

Water Cooled Chiller Series 

120lpm @ 32-33 °C ,2-3 bar

Water Pump Cooling Water Flow Rate

60lpm @ 32-33 °C ,2-3 bar

lpm x °C x Pressure

90lpm @ 32-33 °C ,2-3 bar

Air Cooled Chiller Series 

Water Pump Cooling Fan

Model No
Head Load

Refrigeration 

Compressor 

Model No
Head Load

Refrigeration 

Compressor 



Industrial Applications for: 

Plastics  
 
In the plastics industry, a chilling system cools the hot plastic that is  
injected, blown, extruded or stamped.A chilling system can also cool  
down the equipment that is used to create plastic products (hydraulics  
of the molding machine, gear box and barrel of the extruder) that saves  
on energy and on the wear as well as tear of the machine itself.  
Chillers are useful in specific plastic industry applications such as Injection  
Molding, wherein heat is consistently produced during the process.  
It is vital to cool down the machines so that they will be functional and  
efficient all the time. 
 
Printing 
 
In the printing industry, a chiller not only removes the heat generated by the friction of the printing rollers, but cools 
down the paper after it comes out of the ink drying ovens in the process. For the printing industry, utilising chillers 
could result in potential cost savings as temperature regulation in presses as well as rollers are possible. The chillers 
help in bringing down stretching and bleeding. 
 
Laser 
 
In the laser cutting industry, light projection industry, etc. a chilling system is used to cool down the lasers and power 
supplies. Time and cost saving are the two major advantages in the laser cutting industry, when efficient chillers are 
used. 
 
Rubber 
 
In the rubber industry to cool the multizone water temperature control units of the rubber extruder barrel, cool the 
rubber mill, calendars and bambury mixers. Considerable energy could be saved with the introduction of high 
efficiency chillers to rubber products industry. 
 
Beverage 
 
In the beverage industry, a chiller removes the heat gained from the process during mixing, cooking, or after 
pasteurizing the product. Cooling down machineries enable beverage industry to achieve efficient as well as swift 
production processes. 
 
Medical  
 

In the medical industry, smooth functioning of equipment’s is very essential. If you use high tech equipment for 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), scanning, blood cooling and laboratory testing, you will need a cooling system to 
remove all the heat generated. 
 
Hvac 
 
With cooling expenses accounting for 30% to 50% of your total energy costs and rising fast, and the impending phase 
out of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) and Hydro Chloro Fluoro Carbon (HCFC) refrigerants, there is a rapidly growing need 
to replace large commercial air conditioning and refrigeration systems with a modular chilling system. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     Labotek offers 2 Year warranty 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Labotek Plastics Auxiliaries (India) Pvt Ltd 
Survey No 78/1, A/P Shivane, Near Shiva Kamal Industrial Area  
Tal: Haveli, Dist. Pune-411023, India.  
Tel :     +91 80 55 428275 
E-mail: sales@labotek.co.in  | marketing@labotek.co.in  
www.labotek.com/in/     

 

 


